
Try and Try again 
Whether you are a keen fan of sports, an amateur sports person, an armchair umpire, referee, coach or just 

enjoy watching the Olympics every 4 (or 5) years to see an array of sports that don’t often get mainstream 

coverage, you can’t but be impressed with the dedication and training it takes to become an elite athlete in 

their chosen sport. 

How often have we heard the stories behind some of the successes, and failures, where underlying it is all 

about trying and trying again. Whole careers or family 

life put on hold in the pursuit of excellence. It must all 

seem worth it when you stand on the top step of the 

podium but is there anything worse than finishing 4th in 

the Olympics or training for 4 years only to have an 

injury in the run up to the event or maybe, even worse, 

at the event itself when the realisation of your dreams is 

within touching distance. I guess at that point try again 

in another 4 years may not be top of your thoughts.  

Perseverance is often just as important as natural 

ability. I think Roy Castle summed it up on the Record 

Breakers TV show all those years ago. “If you wanna be the best, and you wanna beat the rest. Dedication’s 

what you need” 

And Thomas Edison summed it up very well with his quotes. 

“Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent perspiration.” 
“I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work.” 
“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try just one more time.” 

 

And so it is with our worship of God. Can anyone say their worship is 100% perfect with no room for 

improvement? Can anyone say they ever stop trying to be the best they can be in their service to, and 

worship of, God?  

I don’t think so. I know for one I still have a lot of room for improvement  

 

bible PASSAGES 
James 1:2-4 

Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various kinds, for you know that the testing of your 

faith produces steadfastness. And let steadfastness have its full effect, that you may be perfect and complete, 

lacking in nothing. 
  

Galatians 6:9 

And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due season we will reap, if we do not give up. 
 

Hebrews 10:36 

For you have need of endurance, so that when you have done the will of God you may receive what is 

promised. 
 

 

Prayer 
Heavenly Father, You graciously provide us opportunities in life and you generously reward those of us who 

rise to these occasions.  

We know that life’s challenges can sometimes be overwhelming. They can be demoralising at times, 

sapping our energy and weakening our spirits.  

You, however, have promised us success in due time, if we persevere in our efforts and continue in our 

goals.  

Encourage us with this truth, so that we will not become weary, knowing that by trying again and again and 

through perseverance our efforts will bear fruit.  

Amen.  

 


